
 

LINEAR BEARING ADJUSTMENT 

 

The linear bearings in the x, y, and z axis must have zero backlash, but over tightening 

will flat spot the bearings, ruining them.  Warranty does not cover flat spotted bearings.  

 

Do not remove or install bearing carriages on the rails unless the bearings have been 

loosened.  It will cause the bearing balls to dislodge from their tracks.  One or two 

missing balls can be tolerated, but no more.   

 
Shown is the left hand x axis bearing carriage consisting of a fixed bearing, an adjustable 

bearing, the bearing attachment screws, the adjusting screws and the carriage block.  The 

fixed bearing is referenced against a machined lip.  The adjustable bearing sets the 

preload for the assembly. 

 

Before installing a bearing on a shaft, place a liberal amount of 30 weight oil on the 

bearings and work it into the tracks by rolling the balls along the tracks with your fingers. 

 

The bearings must be adjusted individually with the shaft that they will be running on 

before attaching to any other assemblies. 

 

Instructions for x, y and z axis are similar.  Remove the z  assembly to adjust the y axis 

bearings.  Remove the y axis assembly to adjust the x axis bearings, or loosen the screws 

and take out one x axis bearing carriage at a time.  Do not take the bearings out of one 

side and leave the Y assembly hanging, putting a lot of pressure on the opposite end 

bearings. 

 

 

 



To adjust each bearing: 

Loosen the 4 bearing attachment screws.  Back off the 2 adjustment screws ½ to 1 turn. 

 

Carefully place the carriage assembly on the rail it will be running on. Be careful not to 

back off the adjustable bearing attachment screws so much that the washer on the 

adjusting screw gets caught between the bearing body and the mount. 

 

 

With finger pressure, make sure the fixed bearing is against its reference edge.  Torque 

the fixed bearing attachment screws to 130 inch pounds. 

 

Turn the adjustable bearing attachment screws in till barely snug.   

 

As you start adjusting, there will be a noticeable play as you wiggle the carriage.  The 

object is to eliminate all free play and have a moderate preload.  Verify the washers on 

the adjustment screws are free to move and not pinched between the bearing and carriage. 

 

When this procedure is complete, you should have a slight drag when moving the 

bearing.  When moving the bearing back and forth, it should feel smooth and not notchy, 

although it is normal to have a small variation in drag as you move across the rail. 

 

Gently turn adjusting screws in evenly until a slight increase in rolling force can be felt in 

the bearing. Tighten the adjustable bearing attachment screws.  If you have a heavy or 

rough rolling force when the mount screws were tightened, back off the adjustment and 

adjustable bearing attachment screws and repeat the procedure. 

 

As you adjust the 2 adjustment screws, move each adjusting screw only a fraction of a 

turn while moving the carriage back and forth.  If you feel a notchy or rough feel, adjust 

the opposite adjuster until the feel is smooth.  If it does not improve or gets worse, back 

off the adjusting screws and repeat from the start.   

 

If the 2 bearings are not perfectly parallel, it will feel rough while moving left and right. 

 

When adjustment is complete, torque the adjustable bearing attachment screws to 130 

inch pounds. 

 

After having the X axis bearings loosened or removed, it will be necessary to adjust the X 

axis to Y axis square. 

 

The easiest field method is to make a test cut and adjust.  Use the most accurate square 

you can find.  To adjust, the 8 screws that attach the Y axis assembly to the bearing 

carriages must be loosened on the operator and the motor end.  


